
KAYFABE

by Anon and Miles

First published November 27, 2022                                            Just our opinion, based on easy internet research

I’ve been reading Miles’ posts for a few years and have learned how aces and eights are among the
clues of the scripted media reality.  This November (11) has had so many horror-action events it’s
almost as if The Spooky Theater Co. is letting us in on the kayfabe.

I’m looking at the only non-shooting event of November that played on 11/13/2022, when four
University of Idaho college students were found stabbed to death in their home located in, of all places,
Moscow, Idaho. What caught my eye was a photo of the campus sign which shows 1889.  Aces and
eights. Another photo shows the street number of the home as 1122 King Rd, the date of JFK event.
CBS News makes it easy for us and  puts the two together.  

The “victims” or most precisely character names are: Ethan Chapin, Xana Kernodle, Madison Mogen,
KayLee Goncalves.  I’m not surprised to find that the peerage contains the exact names of Chapin and
Goncalves and variants of Kernodle and Mogen.  More on this below.

The two families that are prominent in the news are the Kernodles and Chapins.  The Chapins give a
bizarre interview only two days after the grisly murder of their son, Ethan.  Mr. Chapin comes across as
a professional actor with repeated, limited and patent facial expressions as if able to maintain the
correct expression only for editing purposes.  He lacks nuance in timing and variety.  Mrs. Chapin, in
her effluvious improv loses the grief.  FYI,  Ethan is a triplet.  So we know where he will be hiding.  

I’m more synchro-mystically inclined so I looked at the name meanings.  The first name that stood out
was Kernodle, which is Dutch for knoll as in grassy knoll.  This connects nicely to 1122 and JFK again.
The spooks love to reference themselves, of course.  

Yet, I’m a bit new to the Spooks' sense of humor so I couldn’t help but laugh when Miles pointed out

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/university-of-idaho-students-killed-families-speak-out/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iX0W_gxWsjc


the following to me in an email: “Kernodle is the usual Intel joke.  From the Urban dictionary: to
impose oneself where one is not welcome, usually to make an inappropriate and/or sexual comment or
to harass those around you 2. to say provocative, offensive, or extremely sexual things just to get
attention.”

Jolly jokers.  Here’s another joke linked to JFK.  Xana Kernodle.  The name Xana is just one letter
short of Xanax, the hypnotic tranquilizer which reminded me of the hypnotic pendulum on the Nescafe
Coffee commercial that aired immediately after the announcement that “the President has been shot” in
1963. It also points at Xanadu, Bill Gates' house, named after the mansion in Citizen Kane.  Kane was
based on W. R. Hearst, famous for yellow or fake journalism, which is what we are looking at here.
Xanadu was also the home of Mandrake the Magician, and CIA considers themselves magicians here.

The 1122 gets repeated again on 11/22/22 with the fake Walmart shooting event.  
 
“Victim” Ethan Chapin is the next curious name.  The name Chapin is French and Spanish and means
cork shoemaker.  As I expanded further out, I noticed the over-the-air movie channel THIS was
running Wag the Dog (1997) during November.  Wag the Dog was a big Ann Heche vehicle.  If you
don't know, WTD was about the White House manufacturing the news to cover up the fictional
President's underage sex scandal.  These November events were manufactured to cover up many things
that should be in the news, including the Hunter Biden scandals.  Woody Harrelson plays a character
named Schumann in WTD, which is Jewish for shoemaker. Woody, of course, is the son of Charles
Harrelson, of the grassy knoll event.

Spook Theater continued to pile on unrelated gore to the already bloody “murder” scene.  On 11/20/22,
Rupert Murdoch’s Daily Mail posted an interview with fake neighbors of the “victims”. The neighbors,
Jim and Pam, had a pet dog that was found dead and skinned on 10/21/22.  Cue the screams.  And to
pump up the gore factor, Jim tells the reporter that just days prior to the dead dog’s discovery, he found
a dead rabbit with its ears lopped!  Cue more screams. 

Then on 11/22/22, the JFK date, we bounce back to comedy when Spook Theater reports that the dog
on the premises was left unharmed.  A little dramatic relief.  

Miles shed more light on these connections in his email to me.  “And they point at wag the dog since
the latest story is that a dog was found on the premises, happy, alive, and amazingly not
traumatized. Wagging his tail.”  Brilliant.

Right in front of me. Damn.

The next wink and nod is to Ted Bundy.  Again, brought to us by Rupert Murdoch.  Here’s the New
York Post quoting a Fox News interview with  a retired criminal investigator named Matt Hogan who
equates the U of ID event to Ted Bundy and his stabbing of sorority girls at home.   

I got the feeling this whole “Murder in Moscow” production was just a comedy for Spook insiders.
Pure kayfabe.  JFK, Ann Heche, Ted Bundy.  Or do they want some of us in on the joke?  Is this how
they recruit?  Fool me once.

https://nypost.com/2022/11/24/university-of-idaho-murders-compared-to-ted-bundy-murders/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/kaylee-goncalves-dog-was-inside-the-home-during-university-of-idaho-murders-moscow-police-say
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11450983/Woman-lives-three-miles-scene-Idaho-murders-says-mini-Australian-Shepherd-FILLETED.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-pRgD3x56A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-pRgD3x56A


Miles here for the rest.  Anon got us started, but there is so much more.  The event makes no sense
from the beginning, since we are told these four kids were killed with a knife at night in a house they
shared with several other people—who were there.  How did the killer murder four people with a knife
without waking anyone up and being seen?  You can't murder them all at once, you know.  You have to
kill one at a time.   And killing someone quickly and silently with a knife is not easy.  The skill is not
commonly known.  If we are to believe the story, it would point to military.  But why would military
have any reason to kill these kids?  They wouldn't.  So it must be cover for something else.  Probably
one or more of them going into CIA. 

The 911 call didn't come in until almost noon the next day, so the two roommates who were there and
survived weren't very observant.  I guess we are supposed to think they sleep with earplugs and don't
get up to go to the bathroom.  

The caller (not named) reported an “unconscious person”.  Really?  Four people allegedly stabbed to
death, lakes of blood everywhere, and the caller reports an unconscious person?  Not a dead person, not
multiple murders, but an unconscious person?  

It was soon reported by ABCNews that the two other roommates had slept in the basement.  Why?
Why would they be sleeping in the basement?  When they came upstairs at noon they just thought one
of their roommates had “passed out”.  Is this supposed to be a dormitory for blind people?  They can't
tell the difference between someone passed out and someone covered in blood and stab wounds?
These surviving students at first called in friends, before calling 911.  Does that make any sense?  Were
their friends doctors?  Or even better, necromancers?  Were these friends going to bring these bloody
corpses back from the dead?  

In cellphone footage shown by ABC in this segment, we see the “roommates pretending to be each
other”.  Maddie is Kaylee, and vice versa.  Why?  Who does this?  Who has cellphone footage of
themselves switching parts?  ACTORS!  And why would ABC show you this, with “roommates
pretending to be each other” printed right on the screen?  Because, as with everything else, it is a test.
An IQ test.  They need to know exactly how stupid you really are. 

For more of this, see the videos from the food truck a few hours before the event.   This is a late-night
college mobile food cart, serving pizza or something.  But we are supposed to believe we have multiple
cctv footage from these food carts?  One camera appears to be mounted on the cart itself, since it is just
a few feet from the girls' heads as they order, while a second camera is getting the wide shot from only
ten feet away.  Have you ever seen one of these college food carts with its own cctv camera?  I haven't.
This whole scene looks staged, and you can see the central character in the tan sweater look at the
camera, though it is well above him.  Bad actor!

Another clue is that the police soon said there was no threat to the community.  Wow.  A mass
murderer on the loose, but no threat to the community?   But the police know there is no threat since
they know it is fake.  

More evidence are the dog stories, which we have all read.  There was supposed to be a dog on
property that didn't bark, and that was spared by the murderer.  So touching, right? Except that this
was a “no pets” property.  Indicating the “skinned dog of a neighbor” story is also fake.  

The autopsies were four days later and we are told at Heavy the coroner confirmed the identities.
What?  Did he know them all personally?  Identities are normally confirmed by relatives, and it

https://heavy.com/news/kaylee-goncalves-jack-idaho/
https://www.zumper.com/apartment-buildings/p408320/1122-king-road-moscow-id
https://www.zumper.com/apartment-buildings/p408320/1122-king-road-moscow-id


shouldn't take four days for any autopsy.  This was the first murder in Moscow in seven years, so I
don't think the coroner had a backlog of murdered kids to see to.  That link gives us more information
they shouldn't have, since we are told the coroner found the kids fought back and were stabbed multiple
times.  That alone blows the whole story, since as I just said, the only way this could have been done in
a house full of people is quickly and silently, with a hand over the mouth and a perfectly slit throat.
Ethan was a big guy so the killer would have to be strong.  If they fought back and had to be stabbed
multiple times, there would be a huge amount of noise and screaming.  No way you could kill four
people that way while two others slept.   

Remember Xana Kernodle?  Of course you do.  I looked her up at Instantcheckmate, where we find her
stepmother(?) is Fatima Kernodle, maiden name Fatima Bourgham. She just happens to be a
professional actress:

The father is Jeff Kernodle, who you may have seen in the media, talking about her previous bruises.
Except that he and her mom are no longer together. They were divorced this summer.  According to
Instantcheckmate and several other online sources, he is no longer living in ID, now living in
Avondale, AZ.  And what is in Avondale?  Well, that is West Phoenix, and Luke Air Force Base is
right there.  

Other researchers have found that her mother Cara Kernodle was arrested six days after the event and is
being held on drug charges.  My guess at this point is that Cara may not have agreed to go along with
this play, and she had to be whisked away by the Men in Black.  

Also not true, according to my research, is that Jeff Kernodle works for Goldman Sachs.  That
Kernodle is in Nashville and his picture does not match the Jeff Kernodle of AZ and ID, pictured with
his kids.  However, they could be related.  It does at least give us a hint what kind of name Kernodle is:
Jewish.  So are the other names: Chapin, Mogen, Goncalves.  Think Harry Chapin, Mary Chapin
Carpenter, Mogen David, Antao Goncalves (all famous explorers were Phoenician Navy, of course).
Ethan Chapin's aunt is a Fisher.  I would guess Bourgham is also Jewish as well, since it is probably a

https://www.isitascam.com/az/jeffrey-kernodle/
https://unicourt.com/case/az-mas2-fatima-bourgham-vs-jeffrey-kirk-kernodle-93466
https://www.starnow.com/u/fatimabourgham/
https://www.starnow.com/u/fatimabourgham/


misspelling of Brougham.  The Broughams are barons closely related to the Sturts (Stuarts), Yorkes,
Liddells (Biden is a Liddell), Hamiltons, Wellesleys, Grovesnors, Binghams, etc. 

Madison Mogen's profile has been scrubbed of all relatives at Instantcheckmate, a big red flag.  But we
are told at other mainstream sites she is the daughter of Benjamin and stepdaughter of Korie Hatrock.
Again, Instantcheckmate confirms none of that, since neither Madison nor Korie on on his list:

 

However, I point out that we do find Vacaville on his list, which could indicate either a prisoner or
guard.  If we search on Korie Hatrock, we find her in ID, age 46, also of Danvers MA, but related to no
Mogens.  Only Lamberts and Waddells. Danvers is Salem, of course.  We will see that link again here.
This Korie Hatrock linked to Idaho has a joke Facebook page just for you:



She has been working at Labotomys and More since 2019.  That must be CIA, since she doesn't know
how to spell labotomies.  The same creepy longfaced woman has three more Facebook pages which are
obviously her, and in one she says she went to Coeur d'Alene HS before studying art at NIC.  That's
North Idaho Community College.  She's 46 but hasn't done anything worth mentioning in 23 years.

We also have problems with Ethan Chapin.  The only Ethan Chapin of ID is 20, but he is not listed in
Moscow or anywhere nearby.  The nearest is Priest River, almost a hundred miles north.  He is a triplet,
but only one of his twins is listed.  His sister Maizie is not found on his relatives list, which is what I
expected.  Maybe he just transitioned into Maizie and went into the CIA.  

Also strange is that his twin Hunter Chapin does have Moscow on his list:



But he doesn't have Ethan or Maizie on his list.  In fact, there is no Maizie Chapin nationwide.  

A couple of Maisie Chapins exist, one being 93 and from Michigan, the other no age in Elk Grove, CA.
The Michigan listing indicates this is a family name and that these are the same Chapins: they just took
a name from their own family and tweaked it a bit.  Maybe great-grandma.  

But why does the computer think the twins are different ages?  And why is Hunter related to different
people than his twin?  So let's search on those people.  Nicola Chapin is 53, related to Hunter and
Shane, but is from Michigan.  Shane is 62, also from Oxford, MI.  So it looks like this family is from
Michigan, not Mount Vernon, Washington as we are told.  Or at least Hunter is.  Hunter is from
Michigan and his twin Ethan is from Washington.  How does that work?  By the way, Nicola is aka
Nick, Nicki, and Nicole.  Also related to Gremels, Stines, and Solinskis.  



There are the alleged triplets.  Not what you were expecting, eh?  That's a real test of your intelligence,
since I have shown she doesn't even exist.  That photo is fake.  Brought to you by Nike.  Even the
yellow tulips are a signal.  Yellow tulips have traditionally been connected to “hopeless love”.  Sound
familiar?  Men-are-Pigs, split the sexes: the whole point of this fake.  

James Eric and Stacy Chapin, the alleged parents, are from Washington, but Maizie is not on either list.
Stacy is also a Bozich and a Wells.  None of the triplets are on James' page:

Machel Chapin again confirms Judaism, and he links us to the Spencers.  Through Wanda Wall, we
link to Fishers.   Her last name was changed from Wahl, and she is also a Brantley. 

Kaylee Goncalves also does not have Moscow on her list.  If we search on her mother Kristi, we find a
maiden name Lukens.  That is also Jewish, see the Lukens (Lucken) who settled parts of Philadelphia
with Daniel Pastorius and other German “Lutherans”.   The Lukens owned the huge steel mills in that
area, see Rebecca Lukens.  They later became prominent in Southern California as well.  

According to Instantcheckmate and Spokeo, Kaylee's uncle is Nathan D. Goncalves, 47, of Carson,
WA. A search on that pulls up a Nathan D. Goncalves of Carson, WA, charged with manslaughter in
2021.  He is described there as “a transient man”.  But a further search belies that as well, since we find
this listing for him at voterrecords.com as a registered voter, status active, with a long list of neighbors.
He has an address listed there, as well as at Spokeo.  Since he is listed as 47, that page is current,
meaning he is not in jail.  Also, transient people do not have listed neighbors, and they normally are not
actively registered voters.   Msn.com has a listing for that arrest as well, but the page no longer exists.
    
https://www.msn.com › en-us › news › crime › sheriff-investigating-carson-man-s-death-as...

No updates are available on that story online.  What this means to me is not that Nathan Goncalves is a
murderer, but that the previous story is fake as well.  This family is involved in a series of fakes, like
many other families we have seen.  Think Gabby Petito and her family, for one.  

So we are looking at the usual suspects here, as usual.  

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sheriff-investigating-carson-man-s-death-as-homicide-murder-suspect-arrested/ar-BB1e8a4g
https://voterrecords.com/voter/41202296/nathan-goncalves
https://www.columbian.com/news/2021/mar/01/transient-man-faces-murder-charge-over-death-of-carson-resident/


[January 9: we now have Kaylee's father doing an interview wearing a HEX ball cap.  HEX is another
cryptocurrency scam, promoted by Richard Heart, real name Richard Schueler.  If you aren't a conman,
why do you need a fake name?  Because the name is Jewish, of course.  And the company name is no
accident, either: a hex is a witch's spell, of course, so Schueler is basically just admitting to your face
he is scamming you.  Same with Kaylee's fake father/actor, who is admitting to your face this whole
this is a HEX, in other words a hoax.]  

This may be a clue:



What is the date on her shirt?  What else was founded in 1946?  CIA.

This is also weird:

Goncalves is wearing three different tops, telling us this is three different shoots.  So why is Mogen
wearing the same yellow Idaho cropped shirt in all three?  Either she never changes shirts or we have
evidence of sloppy pastes here.  



Also strange: if you do a photo search on Madison Mogen at Ecosia, you come up with nothing.  While
Google has hundreds of results.  Bing has fewer, but still a lot.  Yahoo only has a few.  Duck has. . .
zero.  Very weird.  I was going to show you my results, but there were a couple of porn results, so I
turned the safe search on to get rid of them before the screen capture.  Guess what, with the safe search
on, pictures of Mogen suddenly appeared at Duck.  I can't make sense of that unless she was a pornstar
and they had to scrub that.  

Does she have that look?  You decide.  This may tie in to the psychic claiming Mogen was the target.
Every het guy will say, “Of course she was, she was the hottest!”  That is what they want you to think,
and this planted psychic is just part of it.  

And now for the cherry on top:  this psychic is Donna Seraphina.  Obviously a stagename.  So what is
her real name? Donna  Lambert.  Oho!  We already saw that above, didn't we?  Madison Mogen's
stepmother Korie Hatrock is a Lambert.  

https://www.trademarkelite.com/trademark/trademark-detail/97317634/PSYCHIC-REVEREND-DONNA-SERAPHINA
https://www.trademarkelite.com/trademark/trademark-detail/97317634/PSYCHIC-REVEREND-DONNA-SERAPHINA
https://meaww.com/madison-mogen-target-psychic-eerie-claims-about-idaho-murders


If we search on that Michelle Lambert, we end up at a Catherine Lambert, 63, of Colorado Springs aka
Evans, also linked to Scarboro and Koslowsky.  She actually has several listings:

That is just one of several, all the same woman.  As you can see, she is the linchpin in this paper.  Note
Annapolis, MD, and Indian Head.  She also links us to Kauffmans, Beaudrys, Baldwins, and Albanis.
Cathy Albani is also Catherine Lambert.  

Here she is again with even more aliases and locations:



So, a very busy spook.  Can we link these Lamberts to Donna J. Lambert of San Diego, our psychic?
Yes, since as you see Catherine Lambert also has San Diego on her list.  And Donna Lambert is also
from Seattle and Federal Way, the last of which I came across in this research. That's where the
Goncalves are from, to start with.   Donna links us to Cassandra, Elgin, and Regina Lambert, three
names that will be easy to place.  Regina is also a Todd.  Cassandra is a Parke, Owens, and Gabbard.
Think Tulsi Gabbard (who just happens to be a lieutenant colonel in psychological operations).  Elgin
is a Sr. and a Jr. and he links us to Jean, Jorie, Marie, and David.  

As I said, Alisha Koslowsky, 41, is on another of Catherine Lambert's profiles, and if we search on her
we find she has Killeen, TX, on her list as well as Colorado Springs.  That is Fort Hood.  She is aka
Hankins, linking us to Hankins of Fort Worth.  A Shawn Hankins on this list appears to have multiple
listings as well, and on one of them he is listed in APO, AE, and Fort Bragg.  This turns out to be
Shawn Hankins formerly of Brinks trucks, now treasury analyst at Inspire Brands armored carrier
performance division.  Which is interesting because it means he now works for Roark Capital, the big
leveraged buyout firm in Atlanta run by Neal Aronson, Jewish of course.  But more interesting to us
here is the link to Brinks.  We just saw them in my previous paper on Colorado Springs.  The shooter
there, Anderson Aldrich, is supposed to have a birthname of Nicholas Brink.  So we have now
connected these two fakes in the same month.  

We can also link to the staged Oklahoma City bombing through these Koslowskys.  I showed you there
that Tim McVeigh was related to the Koslowskis through his aunt Zanghi.  This links us once again to
the peerage, since those specific Koslowskis are closely related to the Palmer-Ostertags, and through
them we link quickly to the Hohenzollerns and Habsburgs.   

As you see, we are well down the rabbit hole now, and we could link out from here to just about any
event you like, recent or historical. 

http://mileswmathis.com/okcb.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawn-hankins-3a45a516/


You will say Cathy Lambert just liked to get married.  No, she has at least eight aliases in 23 states and
76 cities.  That isn't a Zsa Zsa Gabor, that is a major spook.  And if you read up on Donna Lambert
Seraphina, you will be inundated with spooky markers again, telling me she may be the visible tip of
the Cathy Lambert iceberg.  Here is what she says about herself:

My name is Psychic Reverend Donna Seraphina. I am a legally ordained Spiritualist Reverend in the
United States. I am a certified medium with over 90% accuracy rating.   
  
What government body “legally ordains” spiritualist reverends?  Who certifies them?  I would be
interested to know.  What is that 90% accuracy based on?  Can we see the data?  But if I am right and
Donna is just a professional spook, then it would explain why she sometimes has “insight” into these
cases: she would, wouldn't she, if she was involved with those creating them?  As we have seen here,
her cousins in CIA or Air Force create the fake events, and then she comes in afterwards and gives
them further spin and propaganda with her readings.  She is just helping sell the fear porn to the most
credulous.  

As proof of that, we see her predicting the Russia/Ukraine conflict will be nuclear.  Selling the current
script of fear.  She is heavily promoted at Youtube, Facebook, and all the other CIA fronts.  Which
should look strange: how has she passed all the censors?  Claiming to predict the future and stirring up
all kinds of fear isn't seen as fake news or disinformation?  Posting links to top medical journals is
disinformation, but claiming to predict the future is not?  I guess that because Donna fits into the
current narrative, the Youtube censors pass her as “trusted science”.  Maybe Fauci is the one who
certified her.  

Added December 4, 2022: Also remember that we have already seen the Lamberts earlier this year.  I
mentioned the Laurie Show fake murder in my paper on the Amish fake murders.  The Show event was
faked in Lancaster, PA, in 1991, and one of those convicted of her first-degree murder was Lisa
Michelle Lambert.  How do I know that one was faked?  I will be very brief: Instantcheckmate has
never heard of Laurie Show.  Her parents John and Hazel (Whitehead) have no Laurie on their lists.
Lambert was convicted of first-degree murder and conspiracy and sentenced to life without parole.  But
she was sent to Cambridge Springs State Correctional Institute, which is minimum security.
Impossible.  You don't send murderers to minimum security prisons, for obvious reasons.  Also, since
she was underage, life without parole is not an allowed sentence.  But the number one reason we know
it was faked is that the appeals judge said it was.  Somehow this appeal from a fake CIA court ended up
in front of a real judge, and he blew it wide open—one of the only times I have seen that happen: 

http://mileswmathis.com/amish.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHCudGJPZ40&ab_channel=PsychicReverendDonnaSeraphina


This appeals court judge Dalzell went ballistic, outing the whole thing in public and forbidding a
retrial.  As you see above it was a very big deal. Here is a direct quote from Dalzell:

In making a pact with this devil, Lancaster County made a Faustian Bargain. It lost its soul and it
almost executed an innocent, abused woman.  Its legal edifice now in ashes, we can only hope for a
Witness-like barn-raising of the temple of justice.

A “pact with the devil”.  The devil being CIA, but even Dalzell couldn't be that direct.  And of course
CIA didn't quit, attacking Dalzell viciously through various proxies and calling for his impeachment.
They also faked a second round by skipping any new initial trial and going directly to faking a second
appeal.  This is all that Wiki has to say about that to this day:

Dalzell's ruling was later overturned in January 1998 by a federal appeals panel that stated that
Lambert had "not yet exhausted her appeals in state court" and Lambert was taken back to prison.
[18]

Note the footnote number: aces and eights.  But of course that sentence makes no legal sense.  Lambert
had been freed by Judge Dalzell, so she had no need to appeal anything.  It was the prosecution
appealing, but that makes no sense either: you can't appeal a verdict that has been vacated.  They would
have to retry her, but they didn't.  They just made up this fake decision, calling it an appeal when it
wasn't.  Since the case was so famous, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had to step in and overrule the
fake CIA appeal, sending the case back to Lancaster County.  So the CIA just faked the trial again,
using the same phony judge they had used before: Judge Lawrence Stengel.  He was only the judge of
the Court of Common Pleas for the county: again, not the proper court to try a major murder case.
Stengel refused to allow anything discovered by Judge Dalzell into his court.  Which is of course
illegal, as is the same judge presiding over a retrial.  Dalzell had already accused everyone in the first
trial of malfeasance, including Stengel, so Stengel should have recused himself.  If he refused to do so,
the State of Pennsylvania should have stepped in and thrown him out of the courtroom.  More proof it
was staged is that there was no jury in this retrial: again impossible for a murder trial.  Lambert had the
right to demand a jury trial.  Instead, Stengel decided the case himself after just a few days.

Also, this Lisa Lambert, 50, has two listings at Instantcheckmate, but Cambridge Springs isn't on either
list.  So the big computer doesn't think she was ever in jail.  She does link us to Somerset, PA, and the
Lamberts of Somerset link us to the Rhodes.  Also to the Mannings through Hope Lambert.  Also to

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Laurie_Show#cite_note-AT1-18


Saymansky, Mokricky, Tumulty, and Kovolenko.  

Of course I am trying to link this Lisa Lambert to Donna Lambert or Catherine Lambert above, having
a lot of names to work with.  These Lamberts of Pennsylvania do have links to Southern California, so
we are getting closer with Donna. I remind you psychic Donna Lambert is related to Pratts and
Thompsons.  Through her daughter(?) Nicolette Pratt we link to the Pratts of Kennebunkport, ME.
Through her daughter(?) Alexis we link to John Colmenarez, who links us back to PA.  He also has
multiple listings, and on one of them linked to Alexis Lambert, he has a location of Burke, VA, and
aliases of Juan, Pablo, and Little Tweeker.  Burke is about six miles from Langley.   

On yet another listing of this Juan Colmenarez of Burke, we find him related to Gabriel Fuentes.
Gabriel is aka Comenarez, and also has Fairfax and Arlington on his list, confirming previous guesses.
He links us to Juan Fuentes, 62, aka Juan Guevara of McLean and Falls Church, also of Hollywood,
FL, and San Rafael and Los Angeles. 

These Lamberts of PA also link us to a Theresa Lambert, 53, aka Ringle, aka Manning, aka Muse, aka
Flannery, aka Bieker, aka Kittrell, aka Larcena Powell, aka Jacqueline Kiser of Scott AFB, IL, also of
Alexandria, VA, and Killeen, TX.   She also links us to the Champions, Hoffmans, and Funderburks.  

So, no definite link, but lots of indication these Lamberts are bad news.  Of course Lambert is a
common name and not all Lamberts will be involved with Intel.  Many of them are just normal people.
But let's remind ourselves of some famous Lamberts.  This is where Wikipedia becomes very useful,
since we can pull up a big list of Lamberts immediately.  We just subtract out all the sports figures and
we have a telling list.  To start with, the Lamberts are baronets and viscounts in the British peerage,
being very wealthy French merchants who were early involved in the South Sea Company (Phoenician
Navy). The current baronet, Sir Peter Lambert, is Canadian.  Then we have Sir Richard Peter Lambert,
the director of Bloomsburg Publishing and the former director of 17 other companies, including the
Financial Times, the British Museum, and the Institute for Public Policy Research.  He is married to a
Murray-Browne.  The viscounts became extinct in the 1990s, but the daughter of the viscount Caelia
Lambert married a Pereira son of a Carvalho, whom we know are Spanish/Jewish nobles going back
centuries.  In 1898 Anne Lambert married an Arbuthnot, linking them to the Stewart-Mackenzies and
the Earls of Galloway.  These peerage Lamberts also have a presence in South Carolina, specifically
Charleston, going back centuries.  This same family also links to Australia, and that is where Anne-
Louise Lambert of Picnic at Hanging Rock comes in.  

The Lamberts are still Marquises of France as well, where they are linked to the Kerrs, Marquesses of
England.  Through the Kerrs they quickly link us to all the top spots, including the Scotts, Dukes of



Buccleuch, the Montagu Dukes, the Campbells, Dukes of Argyll, the Warburtons, the Douglases, the
Townshends, and the Hobarts.  Also see media exec Stephen Lambert of the BBC, most famous
perhaps for Wife Swap.   Also Rudy Lambert, fake communist and CIA agent who was involved in the
Oppenheimer flap during the Manhattan Project. Also his French parallel Pierre Lambert, fake
communist who claimed to not really be a Lambert, but was.  Also Bunny Mellon, real name Rachel
Lowe Lambert, wife of billionaire spook Paul Mellon. Also fake spies in Canada Ian and Laurie
Lambert, again pretending not to be Lamberts.  They were supposedly Russian spies, arrested in 1996
and deported.  But somehow they were back in Canada by 1998, claiming to have quit the KGB.
Someone spotted them and they had to claim to move to Switzerland.  Also Count Karl Lambert,
supposedly a Russian general pre-revolution.  Since when is Karl Lambert a Russian name?  Also
martyr John Lambert, a buddy of the notorious Thomas Cromwell.  Lambert was another cloaked
agent, fake-burned at the stake at the behest of the Duke of Norfolk (Howard) in 1538 as part of the
political games of the day.  They also pretended he wasn't really a Lambert.  We know this was fake
since the Lamberts and Howards have been linked from the beginning, and still are.  The mother of the
1st Viscount was a Howard, though Wiki tries to tell us she was a housekeeper.  

One of John Lambert's later cousins, also John Lambert, became a favorite general of Oliver Cromwell,
but we are supposed to believe that is just a coincidence.   We are supposed to believe he escaped from
the Tower, and though given death for his opposition to the monarchy, was reprieved by Charles II,
suffering only house arrest for the remainder of his life.  Right.   

Also remember Erwin Lambert, who allegedly built the gas chambers at Treblinka (though they admit
he was just a corporal).  They waited until 1962 to arrest him and 1965 to try him.  For murdering
300,000 people he was sentenced to time served and released.  I think I will end on that one.  That is
who the Lamberts were and are.   

Added December 5, 2022: A reader reminds me that my mention of Oxford, MI, gives us yet another
link here.  As we saw above, the Chapins hail from Oxford.  Well, there was a mass shooting at Oxford
Highschool in late 2021, and 15-year-old shooter Ethan Crumbley just pled guilty this October.  His
parents were charged for allowing him access to the gun and fled, and they were caught in Detroit a
year ago yesterday.  All just a coincidence, I'm sure.  

I don't know why they had to wait eleven months for him to plead guilty.  I guess they needed to insert
this story into the mid-term election circuit.  

Like Uvalde High, Oxford High had been the site of multiple active shooter drills, a big red flag.  Like
911, there was foreknowledge of the event, and many students stayed home that day.  Although
students and  teachers were aware of this, law enforcement pretended as usual that they had no credible
warnings.  Those killed were named Madisyn Baldwin, Tate Myre and Hana St. Juliana.  Notice
anything?  The names looked fake, don't they?  Almost nobody spells Myre or Madisyn that way, and
St. Juliana is not a surname.  I also point out we are getting cross pollination here between these two
events, indicating the same people were making up names.  Madisyn Baldwin and Madison Mogen.
Ethan Crumbley and Ethan Chapin.  

Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel inserted herself into the event, though the locals expressly
tried to keep her out.  They expressed plans to hire a third-party investigator, which seemed to irk
Nessel for no clear reason except the one you can guess: she was afraid someone might spill the beans
this was fake.  The locals are supposed to take orders from above and not do anything on their own.  



Turns out there were many warning signs, but they were all ignored.  I guess those running active
shooter drills teach the locals to ignore all warning signs, because, well, why not?  There were even
warnings signs that day, and we are told teachers were right on the cusp of checking Crumbley's
backpack for weapons, but decided not to.  OK.  The day before, a teacher had caught Crumbley on the
phone ordering ammunition, but when Crumbley told them shooting sports were a family hobby, they
moved on.  Yeah.  

The gun, a Sig Sauer pistol, was allegedly bought from a local store just four days prior by the father,
as a Christmas gift for the son.  Except that Christmas was almost a month away.  And sure, why not
buy your disturbed 15-year-old son a pistol?  Makes sense to me, boss.  But seriously, this is all just an
obvious script.  

Crumbley was charged with terrorism, the first time that charge was used in a school shooting.  His
parents hired an attorney to represent them, but not their son.  What?  The judge set the parents' bail at
$1 million.  What?  Nine days after the fake shooting, multiple vicsims had already filed two $100
million dollar lawsuits against the school district.  Wow, that's fast.  How could their attorneys have
done any due diligence on the cases in that amount of time?  $3.2 million in funds were voted by the
County Board to address emotional distress and buy more security from Dick Cheney.  So, another
theft from the tax base disguised as terrorism response.  

Just two days after the event, Keith Olbermann tied it to Trump, claiming the shooter's mother was a
“Trump fascist”.  All part of the script.  

Governor Gretchen Whitmer ordered all flags to fly at halfmast in response to this event, and was
called out by many for this ridiculous propaganda.  

By order of the President, the flag shall be flown at half-staff upon the death of principal figures of
the United States Government and the Governor of a State, territory, or possession, as a mark of
respect to their memory.  In the event of the death of other officials or foreign dignitaries, the flag is
to be displayed at half-staff according to U.S. Presidential instructions, or in accordance with
recognized customs.

By that alone we can tell this event was faked.  But if that isn't enough for you, I will keep going.  Let's
look up the parents of Ethan Crumbley at Instantcheckmate, for a start.  James and Jennifer (nee
Sawdon) were previously of Jacksonville, FL.  Jennifer being a second wife.  Jennifer appears to be
from Renton, WA.  Ethan has a half-brother Elijah, age 19, so our first guess would be they are the
same person.  There is only one pic of them together and it looks fake:



That's some strange selective focus, isn't it?  Was there vaseline on the lens?  And what's with the blue
egg?  Some signal, you can be sure.  Is that a Phoenix egg?  I say it's the same kid, with and without
glasses and hat, pasted together.

That's from about five weeks ago.  Crumbley sure has changed a lot in less than a year, eh?  Morphing
into Michael Jackson.  And what's with the masks?  The mandates ended a year ago.  Michigan hasn't
heard yet?  I guess they don't want us recognizing anyone. . . or NOT recognizing anyone.  Also notice
the long hair.  He has been in jail for a year and they don't allow hair like that in jail.   

Jennifer's little brother married Jannete Pons. James is a junior, and his father links us to the
Vecchiones through a younger sister.  She also links us to the surname Paradise.  Also Wathen,
Mignery, and Mullinix.   We link directly to Debra Mullinix, 67, of Scott AFB, Albuquerque (Kirtland
AFB), etc.   Many of these names are clues since they are Jewish, but Mullinix is especially spooky,
since it is a variant of. . . wait for it. . . Molyneux  .  We have seen them in dozens of papers, linked the
top of the peerage and to hundreds of prominent fakes.  They have been baronets and viscounts back to
the time of Henry VIII.  They married the Gerards, linking them to Isaac Newton.  In the 1600s they

https://www.thepeerage.com/i2780.htm#s37969
https://www.thepeerage.com/i2780.htm#s37969


married into the Spencers.  In the 1700s they married the Howards.  They also married the Cravens,
Pagets, Stanhopes, Fitzroys and Berkleys and became the Earls of Sefton.  The Fitzroys linked them to
the Stuarts and the King.

Through Gail Crumbley we link to Matthew Sobotka, and he links us to Gemmells of Florida.    

What about Hana St. Juliana? She has a Findagrave page but it lists no parents for her.  Also no
gravestone, which is the whole point of the site.  “Burial details unknown.  Private interment”.  Very
weird. Reminds us of Adam Lanza, who was also buried in an unknown location, ie nowhere since he
never existed. Also see this report on her, which also refuses to name family members.  Like
Findagrave, we only have a spokesperson.  Finally, we get a name for her father here: Steve St. Juliana.
Unfortunately, the big computers have never heard of such a person nationwide:

Nothing for Steve or Stephen, either.  Nothing in Michigan.  But we do find this guy:

https://www.michiganradio.org/show/stateside/2022-11-28/oxford-reina-steve-hana-st-juliana
https://www.wxyz.com/news/hana-st-juliana-memorial-fund-to-create-memorial-garden-to-honor-oxford-high-school-victims
http://mileswmathis.com/sh7.pdf
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/234469921/hana-st_juliana


Bingo!  Jacksonville, FL, check, linking him to the Crumbleys.  March AFB, check.  Fort Leonard
Wood, check.  Killeen (Fort Hood), check.   APO New York, check.  Fort Huachuca, check.  APO, AE,
check.  Any questions?  

Do they make this easy or what?  As you see, he links us to a Janet Seuss.  She links us to a Komin.
Komin=Komnene.  Anthony Juliana, 42, may be a brother, he is aka Tony Hess.  

You will tell me Steve St. Juliana has a LinkedIn page.  He is supposed to be an ex-GM exec.  Then
why have the big computers never heard of him?  You think the CIA can't fake a LinkedIN page?  Of
course there is no way for me to prove this one way or the other, I am just putting what I find in front
of you.  I am just pointing out that as usual, my despinning of the event makes much more sense than
the mainstream story.  

What about Tate Myre?  Born January 1.  So we have the aces.  Same thing at Findagrave, with no
headstone and “Burial details unknown”.  Then why does he have a page?  Findagrave is for finding
graves.  A search on his father Buck Myre does pull up a listing, but it looks like it was just created.
No age, no middle initial, only one location and two relatives.  Buck is probably a nickname as well,
and we have no real name.   Mother Sheri Myre, 48, is nee Gross, also related to Ross.  Strangely, her
husband Buck is not on her page.  Only Wilbert, Nita, and William.  Wilbert is 64, linking us to
Shattucks.  William is 51, and neither William nor Wilbert are aka Buck.  William is a junior and his
father has a listing but only the dreaded i in relatives.  Scrubbed.  Nita Myre is aka Judd.  Also a link to
Molett.  

Buck Myre has a LinkedIN page, but it isn't very convincing.  One job in plastics since 2014, nothing
before that.  Graduated Northwood University in 2006.  Two other listings in education look like they
were scrubbed, and they just say “Dondero”.  I have no idea what that means.  If he is about 48, like his
wife Sheri, he should have graduated college in 1996.  So he was ten years late.  And he was about 40
in 2014, when he started that job.  So we have an 18-year gap in his job history.  What was he doing for
18 years?  We don't know but I suggest military or Intel.    

You may also wish to consult this report from CBS, which contradicts the famous story that Tate
tackled or tried to tackle the shooter.  There, we find the sheriff admitting there is no video evidence of
that.  The school was equipped with cameras and the shooter is on them, but Tate isn't.  So this reminds
us of the bogus story of flight 93, where the rugby team stormed the cockpit (right after one of them
called his mother from the non-existent airphone and said, “Hi Mom, this is your son Mark Bingham”).

What about Madisyn Baldwin?  Well, her parents are also split, with new spouses, so her obit lists four
parents: Robert Baldwin, Nicole Beausoleil, and step-parents Jason Prieskorn and Krystyna Baldwin.
Siblings Payton, Liam and Brinley.  She is also a Moniz and Magnuski.  Preiskorn is only 38 and is
linked to Stahls.  Also to Bethesda, MD.  The father also remarried much younger, since Krystyna is 32
and is aka Graves and Austin.  

Madisyn was allegedly cremated but still has a Findagrave page.  14 pictures there, all at the same
exact age.  Through Robert's Instantcheckmate page we link to Carpenters, Cushings, Ellsworths, and
Sierengowskis.  But the weird thing is that the mother is not linked to any Beausoleils.  We suppose she
kept her maiden name, but if so she should be linked to other Beausoleils.  She isn't, so she is a bit of a
ghost.   Her mother may be Tracy Moniz.  And here is where it gets good.  Tracy Moniz is aka Tracy
Beausoleil and she is related to Robert Beausoleil.   Here is what we find for him:
 

https://www.cbssports.com/high-school/football/news/oxford-high-school-shooting-tate-myre-football-star-one-of-four-students-killed/


 
Are only the first two him, or all three?  The computer thinks they are all the same guy, and he is the
right age to be Nicole's father, at age 63.  Note he has Lowell and Detroit, MI, on his list.  Why do we
care? Because look at his locations: Falls Church, Annandale, Lorton and Alexandria indicate
Intelligence.  Jenifer, 59, may also be a wife, since she has the same locations, plus Detroit.  She is nee
Wagner.  The only Neil Beausoleil I could find is from Maine.  They also link us to Salem and Groton,
MA.  

You will tell me Madisyn's grandfather Robert Beausoleil has a Findagrave page, and died at age 60 in
2018. Problem is, they say he lived in Cumberland or Pawtucket, RI, all his life, while
Instantcheckmate says he lived in Auburn Hills, MI, as you see.  That Tracy Moniz, 60, of RI is on
Nicole Beausoleil's page, and she has Nicole on her page.  So that second listing is definitely Madisyn's
grandfather. Which indicates Findagrave is lying.  Findagrave says his wife is Susan Rosa, but
Instantcheckmate tells us she is just now 50, so she is 14 years younger.  Maybe a second wife but not
Madisyn's grandmother.  Also notice they say he was cremated.  So why does he have a Findagrave
page?  If Tracy Moniz and Robert Beausoleil above aren't who I say they are, who are they?  If he is
supposed to be Bobby Jr., neither one is mentioned in the Findagrave obit, which lists all close
relatives.  

Just to be sure, let's search on Robert Beausoleil, 60, of RI.  We find him, related to Tracy Moniz, but

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/237288717/robert-t-beausoleil


he doesn't have Auburn Hills on his list.  

It has been conspicuously scrubbed.  But he does have a large number of locations outside RI on his
list, belying the claim in his obit that he lived in Cumberland or Pawtucket for the last 30 years.  Note
the St. Petersburg, FL, tying him to Tracy Moniz again, who also has it.  So why isn't she in his obit?
You will tell that maybe it is because he didn't wish to list an ex-wife.  But since she is the mother of
some of his children, you would think she would be at his funeral.  The whole Findagrave page gives
me a bad feeling.  So does Instantcheckmate, since we can see he had at least three middle names he
used: T, R, and G.  Do you have three middle initials?  I don't.  Wilmington is also a red flag.
Claudette Beausoleil links us to Crystal Souza/Taveras, but neither of them are mentioned in his obit.

I also point out that the Robert at Findagrave, 60, would be 63 or 64 now, giving us another possible
link to the Robert of Falls Church.  

This is also interesting.  Findagrave tells us Robert Beausoleil worked for Plastics Plus in Cumberland
for thirty years. Hit brakes, screech to a halt.  We have already seen that above, haven't we?  Tate
Myre's father Buck also worked in plastics.  So it is looking like some sort of Intel joke.  It reminds me
of The Graduate, where Dustin Hoffman's uncle tells him to go into plastics.  I guess that meant “go
into Intel”.  Which Hoffman did, Hollywood being an arm of Intel.  

Robert Beausoleil's photos at Findagrave also don't match the story:

If he lives in Rhode Island, how is he a Michigan Dad?  And do you see  the little military doll in the



second photo?  What is that telling us?  The page also has this:

Born in Central Falls, he was the son of the late Ernest and Laura (Jotka) Beausoleil Sr.

That “Sr.” doesn't make any sense, indicating something was removed.  Is Robert really Ernest Jr.?
That might make him Madisyn's great-uncle, not her grandfather, which would go some way to
explaining all this.  

Wikitree has a page for the Beausoleil family that might help us.  There we do find a link between
Rhode Island and Michigan, through George Albert Beausoleil who was born in Centerville, RI, and
died in East China, MI, in 1973.  His mother is a Bonin from Canada and his grandmother is a
Beauchamp, also from Canada—making them nobles.  These Beausoleils are from Bristol, MA, where
they landed after coming over on the Mayflower (as Fullers).  They are also Eddys, Daggetts, Newells,
Ames, and Shaws.  We link to the Salem hoax in several of those lines, as you know.   

But let's back up a bit.  We saw that Madisyn's father Robert Baldwin is closely related to Carpenters.  I
remind you that we also have Chapins in the Idaho event, which seems to be linked to the Oxford
event.  I then remind you of Mary Chapin Carpenter.  The ranking Carpenters and Chapins are related!
That again indicates the same families are involved in both projects.  It also indicates all these people in
both projects are cousins.  We have seen that is the way it is done.     

This should ping something else in that pretty head of yours: remember Bobby Beausoleil of the
Manson murders?  It isn't the same guy (I assume), since that Beausoleil would now be 75, but it is
curious nonetheless.  I wouldn't be surprised if there was some sort of link, since of course Bobby
Beausoleil was just an actor and has never been in prison.  I also remind you of the curious fact that
Beausoleil was a musician back in the 60s, and his career continued into the 70s, though he was
supposed to be in maximum security.  Somehow he put together a new band The Magic Powerhouse of
OZ (note the Operation Chaos name!) while on death row in Vacaville, and his prog-rock symphony
was released on Lethal Records.  He has continued to release albums over the years.  They are just
spitting in your face.  And Langley is spitting in your face with this Oxford Highschool fake as well.

But let's do a search on that famous Bobby Beausoleil anyway.  Instantcheckmate links him only to
Barbara, his wife, but her listings are interesting.  I say listings, because there appear to be two:

 

http://mileswmathis.com/salem.pdf
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Cunningham-13288
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Cunningham-13288
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Beausoleil-114


Both middle initial E. and almost the same age.  Both in Sacramento.  So I think that is where they are
hiding Bobby's kids.  David and Donald are probably his children.   We find her listed a third time as
Barbara Good, age 65, with Sacramento and Citrus Heights, and there she is related to a George
Fullbright/Fulbright, 91, same locations, so probably her father.  Yes, Bobby Beausoleil of the fake
Manson murders was married to a Fulbright all along!     

Do that dance with me!

I got that weird feeling behind my eyes, telling me these two Bobby Beausoleils were related, so I
continued digging.  I searched on Robert Beausoleil of Virginia, getting the father of the Falls Church
one, 91.  They are senior and junior.  The mother appears to be Judith Kulla of CT, confirming Judaism
again.  We also find a Robert Beausoleil of Mena, AK, so maybe the Manson Beausoleil later went to
work for the Clintons.  There is another Bob Beausoleil of MT, related to Tripp and Anschutz.  That
could link us to the Tripp of the Monica Lewinsky saga and Anschutz of the Aurora event.    

I found no smoking gun, but the possibility still exists.  I did find a match on the ears: both guys have
ears that are very close to their heads, in a way that is quite uncommon.  So they may be related.  It is
very difficult to research any further than this, since Bobby Beausoleil is so well scrubbed after about
1980.  

But I decided to give it a shot anyway:



That's Bobby Beausoleil in Haight-Ashbury in 1968.  As you can see he is very short.  Fitting right into
Hollywood, where he is the same size as all his actor cousins.  Still, taller than his actor/cousin Charles
Manson. Remember, Beausoleil is admitted to be an actor, like Sharon Tate, Susan Atkinson,
Frykowski, Sebring, and many others in that event.  He appeared in Mondo Hollywood and also played
Lucifer.  More type-casting from the Phoenicians.  

Beausoleil was arrested two days before the Tate event for killing Gary Hinman, sold to us as a bad guy
but actually working on his PhD in philosophy at UCLA.  Like the rest, he was a cloaked straight
arrow.  Also, like Beausoleil, a musician.  One thing I didn't mention in my long paper on Manson is
that all these guys may have been gay lovers.  Beausoleil dropped many hints that he and Manson had a
bromance, and that much is admitted.  This would once again tie them to Hollywood/CIA, since both
places are stiff with gays.  And Beausoleil had been living with Hinman.  

But what I was looking for is genealogy for Beausoleil.  Other than his mother being a Mattox, there
isn't much.  His father was supposed to be a milkman, the usual joke.  Beausoleil's maternal
grandmother was Helen Mae Fisher of Ohio, d. 2002, again confirming the Jewish links.  Her
grandmother was a Kline, ditto.  Through Lester Fisher we link to Meryl Kalbach Streeper.  Look
familiar?  That's because this is an ancestor of Meryl Streep.  We have already seen that Faces of
America lied, connecting the famous Meryl to non-Jewish Streebs, but the name wasn't previously
Streeb, it was Streeper.  They were definitely Jewish, being married to Zeltmanns, Hubers and
Amsbergers.  Both Meryl Streep and these Streepers come from Pennsylvania.  So Bobby Beausoleil is
related to Meryl Streep, though it is a step relationship.  

Through the Mattoxes, Bobby Beausoleil is a Manning of Pennsylvania.  We saw that name above,
linking us to the Lamberts of the Moscow, ID and Lancaster, PA, events.  So we are getting very close

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/199035612/myrl-streeper
https://allthatsinteresting.com/bobby-beausoleil


to linking him to the Oxford event.  

Finally, I found a real nugget: Bobby Beausoleil's grandmother Helen Mae Fisher was previously
married to Charles E. Hillyer, so Hillyer is Bobby's step-grandfather.  But Hillyer took his mother's
name, and his father was Albert Lippincott Lodge.  We have seen these Lodges before, since Charles
Lindbergh's mother was Evangeline Lodge Land, granddaughter of Edwin Lodge of Detroit.  And,
since these Lodges later married the Witherspoons, Bobby is also a step-cousin of Reese Witherspoon.
The Lippincotts are also prominent, think the old publisher (now part of HarperCollins) and newer
design company. Admittedly, these step-relationships are not the bombshells we are looking for, but
they do indicate Bobby is connected.  They prove he is of the families. 

Bobby's Beausoleils come from Canada, where they were previously Sylvestres and Bonins.  Hold on,
we already saw that name, too.   Where was it?  Oh yes, the Wikitree page for Beausoleils, where we
found George Albert Beausoleil of Centerville, RI, linked to Bonins from Canada.   That's about 20
miles from where Robert Beausoleil, grandfather of Madisyn, is from.   So the two Robert Beausoleils
are definitely related, though we can't say how closely.  Since we are just a few generations back, pretty
closely.     

Here's something you probably don't know:

Selected College Classes as Out-Student

·       Readers Theater (English), Cal. State Stanislaus 

·       Electronic music (test challenge), Cal. State Stanislaus 

·       English classes (test challenges), Cal. State Stanislaus 

·       Literature and Ethics, University of Oregon 

·       Sociology (criminal justice), Oregon State University

That is from Bobby Beausoleil's current resume, posted on his personal website.  So this murderer has
attended classes at three universities.  How does that work?  Apparently life behind bars doesn't really
mean life behind bars.  It means being an out-student with free tuition at state colleges, among other
things.  Reminds us of the London event from 2019, where James Ford—serving a life sentence in
London—was on day release on London Bridge when he was stabbed by Usman Khan.  Yeah.

http://mileswmathis.com/ponce.pdf
http://bobbybeausoleil.com/biography.html
http://mileswmathis.com/lindy.pdf


That's also from his resume.  There he is jamming with his mates in an outdoor concert in 1990 at
Vacaville (supposedly).  So those prisoners really have it hard, don't they?  How did he pay for that
guitar?  He wouldn't have had a job at that point for two decades.  And he has even more equipment in
prison:

Here is his website logo:



So it's a magic trick, Bobby?  Yeah, we knew that.  And he's still pretending to be Lucifer—an angel
with horns.   

Given all that, I think I have shown you why having a Robert Beausoleil in the Oxford event is a huge
red flag.  Especially when his story doesn't add up.  

Addendum December 30, 2022: a suspect has now been arrested, one Bryan Kohberger of
Washington state, formerly of Chestnut Hill Township, Pennsylvania. Unfortunately, according to
Instantcheckmate, Intelius, MyLife, and Spokeo, no one of that name exists in the entire United States.

Strange, since he has been inserted as a graduate student at Washington State University, but only since
July of this year.  He was not listed in January.  Those pages are cached at the Wayback Machine, and
the page no longer exists at the Department of Criminal Justice at the university.  Why would WSU
take down a whole student directory based on one arrest?  Doubly strange, since this is already starting
to mirror the whole Ted Bundy fake I have unwound.  Ted was also at WSU, you know. 

Kohberger is a real name, not a fudge of Kohlberger, though probably a compression of it.  And yes, it
is Jewish.  We even get a strange link to vaccines at Wikipedia, where we find a Robert Kohberger in
the footnotes of Bharat Biotech, the producer of India's covid vaccine Covaxin.  That Kohberger was a
co-author of one of their vaccine studies.  That would be Robert Cox Kohberger of Greenwich, CT, and
Wyeth labs, died 2012. Wife a Blair. Previously of Havertown, PA, and the US Navy. Pretty
suspicious, given that I have already stated I think this event in Idaho was faked as an eyes-off event
for the vaccine genocide.  

https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/stamfordadvocate/name/robert-kohberger-obituary?id=19550448
http://mileswmathis.com/bundy2.pdf
http://web.archive.org/web/20220706132852/https://crmj.wsu.edu/graduate-students/


That is being published as a mugshot.  Except that it isn't.  There is no board and no side view.  And
what is he wearing?  A bulletproof vest while in police custody?  That makes sense, right?  But notice
the long face and the Jewish nose.  Would be interesting to see a profile, wouldn't it?  

His being a PhD candidate in Criminal Justice is also a huge red flag as well, of course.  Exactly the
right degree for a CIA candidate in training, eh?  Why would a rich PhD candidate be robbing college
students just across the border?  Remember, we were told the motive was burglary.  But as with the
Pelosi fake, it couldn't be burglary by definition, since burglary is when no one is home.  When people
are there it is robbery.  

Also weird is that the judge in PA immediately approved extradition, as if the paperwork had already
been filled out.  This is all going insanely fast, as is common when it is scripted.  They admit that if
Kohberger had fought extradition the process would take some time, so it must mean he didn't.  Why
not?  Why hide in PA and then not fight extradition?  Looks like his attorney has been pre-oiled for the
upcoming theater.    

They are sure to tell us Kohberger asked if anyone else had been arrested, setting us up for
accomplices.  If he acted alone he would never ask that, right?  

Then we have the usual problems with the paperwork.  His extradition record has been posted, and it
lists Albrightsville, PA, as his residence, which is not in Chestnut Hill Township.  It is nearby, but no
match.  Which makes me think they mean Chestnut Hill, a borough in Philadelphia, which just happens
to be about three miles from Havertown, linking us to the Robert Kohberger above.  Even worse, Bryan
Kohberger is not listed as his name, it is listed as his ALIAS. 



Wow.  Even Heavy.com notices that, though they do not dwell on it.  Also note the start time for his
extradition hearing: January 3, 2023.  Whoops!  How did this judge already OK his extradition if she
wasn't scheduled to hear it until next Tuesday?  And note the time: 3:30pm.  They had to work that in
there, you know.  Also notice the case status: CLOSED.  How can the case be closed when it is on the
calendar for next Tuesday?  Then notice the arresting agency: Pennsylvania State Police Hazleton.  But
I thought the FBI was involved here, which outranks PSP.  I guess that given their recent publicity,
they prefer to play it on the QT.  Also, under “confinement reason” it should say “murder”.  Unless
they know it isn't.   

We also have a undergraduate card for Kohberger which states he is from Effort, PA.  So we now have
three locations for where he is from: Chestnut Hill, Albrightsville, and Effort.  I guess there will be two
more tomorrow, with some mention of hammers or Volkswagon beetles.  

We also have a strange link to Uvalde, since Kohberger's mother MaryAnn wrote a letter to the local
paper about Uvalde, including a sappy poem about dead children.  What are the effin odds, eh?

Plus, if Bryan was arrested at his parents' home, and they live in Effort, why are we being told he is
from Albrightsville or Chestnut Hill?   

Instantcheckmate has also never heard of this MaryAnn Kohberger of Effort, PA.  Nor have they heard
of Michael Kohberger of PA.  The closest is a Mary Kohberger of Avis, PA, age 88.  We do find an
Amanda Kohberger, 34, of Effort and Albrightsville, who may be Bryan's sister.  She has a large
number of aliases for someone so young, being aka Algabi, Atkinson, Corrao, and Good.  Has she
really been married four times by age 34, or is she, like Bryan, an agent?  Or are they the same person?
She is also aka MaryAnn Kohberger, which is his/her mother's name.  I also point out that she has
Sterling, VA, on her list:



How far is that from Langley?   About eight miles.  Columbia may indicate Fort Jackson.  Even
weirder: we can search on Amanda Algabi:

She is two years older there with no aliases, but all her locations are military/intel.  Silver Spring is just
a couple of miles from Langley.  

A search on Amanda Atkinson of PA finds only Mandy Atkinson, 57, of Tobyhanna, which is a
military base near Effort/Albrightsville.  She is related to Gedutis and Blair.  I remind you that Robert
Kohberger's wife was a Blair.  

What about Amanda Good?  We find an Amanda Good of Lehighton, PA, also of Aurora, CO.  

What about Amanda Corrao?  We find her, age 33, of Broad Top, PA, also of Hollywood and Burbank,
CA.  Related to Misenhimer.  

Take a close look at this and see what you see:



Did you find your clue for the day, Lestrade?  How about the big G in the middle?  

And why is the Moscow Police Chief grinning like a Cheshire Cat during the announcement?  



He can hardly contain his mirth.  

On Tucker Carlson tonight, Tulsi Gabbard brought on some agent/bozo named Rob McQueen to
answer all my questions above how Kohberger or anyone else could have pulled off a quadruple
knifing in a house where other people were sleeping.  The first thing that jumps out at us is that
McQueen admits he has been working in Ukraine.  Again, what are the effin odds?  They just throw
this in our faces.  Tulsi admits McQueen is a 15-year army veteran, and since she previously admitted
on this very show that she is a Lieutenant Colonel, we have military intelligence interviewing military
intelligence here for us.  So cosy.  She says he was doing humanitarian work in Ukraine when he found
out that this happened.  Yeah, I'll bet.  They actually expect us to buy this.  Unbelievable.

McQueen tries to sell us the idea the others wouldn't hear anything because this was three stories and
on a hillside, with the two that weren't killed in the “basement”.  But he never tells us why they were in
the basement to start with.  Plus, we can see the place has a tiny footprint and is made out of
pressboard, so it doesn't matter if these two were in the basement asleep.  They should have heard the
screams next door as well.  So he is just blowing smoke.  His comments explain nothing.  And he
doesn't even begin to address the ridiculous 911 calls, where they reported someone passed out.  But I
do find it interesting they took the time to put together this segment.  I am just surprised that no one
noticed that it was so weak it actually added to the problem.  Plus, it will cause blowback on Tulsi just
as she is trying to sell herself as an anchorwoman.  To see her sit there and pretend she thinks any of
this is real ruined her for me.  She was already ruined, but this sort of finalized it.  For others, it will
begin their own path to that realization.  

Next she actually has on Dr. Michael Baden, a huge old spook we have seen in my papers many times.
He is Jewish of course and was chairman of the House Select Committee on Assassinations' forensic
pathology panel, helping sell the Warren Commission fairytale.  He also testified in the fake O. J.
Simpson trial and performed a private autopsy on George Floyd for his family.  He has his own HBO
series: Autopsy.  And yet we are supposed to accept him as some sort of expert?  Baden actually has the
chutzpah to try to blackwash Kohberger by telling us he interviewed criminals to find out how they
worked.  We are supposed to find that incriminating, since it implies Kohberger was looking for tips.
But what neither Tulsi nor Baden tell you is that Baden himself was dismissed as medical examiner for
Suffolk County in New York for talking in a prominent interview with Oui nudie magazine about how
to commit the perfect murder.  He was also fired after just one year from his position of Chief Medical
Examiner of New York City by Ed Koch for gross incompetence.  All this is up at Wikipedia, so I am
not libeling the man.   Baden also testified in the Phil Spector fake trial, where the prosecutor asked
him on the stand if he had any conflicts of interest.  He said no.  Except that his wife was Spector's
attorney.  So he had just perjured himself.  Was he charged for perjury?  Of course not, because the
trial was fake from the ground up.   

Baden has also worked on the Epstein case, and allegedly observed the autopsy.  He now claims
Epstein was murdered.  Hilarious, since Epstein is alive and well on his private island, along with
Ghislaine Maxwell.  So this is who Tulsi is interviewing.  I guess when Tucker comes back he will
interview Raymond Burr's grandson as an expert witness, and we will hear what Perry Mason would
have done.  

The other thing these two segments with Tulsi Gabbard remind us of is the other motive for faking this
event in Idaho.  Tulsi admits the outcome of the heavy promotion of the event by the media has been to
cause a large percentage of students in the state to take their classes online rather than in person, due to
fear.  This is part of the current plan to prevent revolution by inhibiting all human interaction.  At times



like this the government can't afford to have people getting together face to face and making plans.  It
also plays into the longer-running scheme of splitting the sexes, since the government wants to keep
men and women apart both as part of population control and as part of control in general.  They need
women getting all their information from the media rather than from their men.  Men are just bad news
all round for the government right now, which is why they are being attacked and isolated so
consistently.  In this way, the college experience is being utterly ruined, since that experience is, in
large part, that of human and sexual interaction.  In our culture this is where hetero couples meet and
marry, or used to be.  So all that has to be exploded, by events like this and a vast array of other
manufactured events, all designed to torpedo natural human interaction.  

December 31: More photos are being sent in by readers:

That's from several years ago, since his neck is larger and he looks healthier.  We see they have mostly
cut out his officer friend, but possibly his shorter brother is in the military.  If anyone can read those
decs, let me know.  I don't think it is just law enforcement, since we see two service ribbons.  The
house looks posh, with those interior glass doors and real art on the wall.  And I am assuming that is a
big fern in the corner rather than his brother's fro.   

And here's another photo that is very informative:



Why does that help us?  Because he is just mid-twenties, but is aging very poorly.  Look how small his
neck is in the last one!  His eyes are sunken and his laugh lines are very prominent.  I think he looks ill,
which would explain why they chose him for this event.  Possibly he was/is terminal and so they paid
his family to use him here.  He may already be dead.  That would explain his fake booking photo
above: it is from his time in the military/intel, explaining the bulletproof vest.  It was probably taken
before 2020, since he looks healthier there than in 2020.  His neck is larger. 
 
Added January 3:  We now have video of him after his arrest, so he is not dead, unless he has a twin.
But we continue to find more curious anomalies.  We are told FBI followed his father and him as they
drove clear across the country to Pennsylvania.  Why?  Why not arrest him in Washington?  This
would be completely against protocol, since it would increase the possibility of escape.  If this guy can
kill four people with a knife in a crowded area and escape capture for weeks, he could also set up some
escape plan with his father.  We now know he is highly intelligent, and you don't toy with that sort of
person.  It makes no sense.  You arrest him at the first opportunity.  Tailing him around Pullman for a
week or so might make some sense, since they would be looking for accomplices.  But letting him
drive all the way across country to his parents' house makes no sense.  Nor does the excessive force
shown there, where they broke down the doors and windows in the middle of the night.  If they had a
complete net around him, that is unnecessary.  Just ring the doorbell when you know he is there.  They
had to have known he wasn't armed: that would be part of their recon.  You will say they didn't know if
the parents were armed. . . yes, which is exactly why they wouldn't have allowed him to drive from a
place they had cased to a place they hadn't cased.   They should never have allowed him to reach that
house to start with, because for all they knew it was a fortress.  They should have arrested him in
Pullman or at worst on the road out of town.  Which is just more indication this is all a script.  It doesn't
have to make any real sense from a law enforcement perspective because it is just another movie.  In
other words, it isn't written for those who know how things really work, it is written for the great
unwashed American public who will believe anything, and who like to read about doors being broken
down and people followed all the way across the country.  



Here's another big red flag which everyone else will miss.  I though the name of Kohberger's attorney
in Monroe County, PA, was strange: Jason Labar.  Because of course it sounds fake.  An attorney
named Labar.  As in “The Bar”.  So I looked him up.  My first hunch was wrong, since he does appear
to exist, but the hunch wasn't completely off base since we find something interesting in his
Instantcheckmate file:

  
That's definitely him, since the middle initial matches as does the listing for Stroudsburg, the biggest
city in Monroe County.  But look what else we have: Fort Stewart in Georgia.  Indicating Labar is a
military attorney just placed in this current theater.  Also notice he has two aliases: Mr. Labor and Mr.
Zabar.  How many last-name aliases do you have?  At least he doesn't also go by Mr. Babar, like Chevy
Chase in   Fletch  .  

Beyond that, the event continues to collapse as we find links to the fake BTK killer I have previously
outed as CIA theater.  The mainstream press is already publicizing the fact that Kohberger studied
under Katherine Ramsland at DeSales University, who also worked with Dennis Rader, the fake BTK
killer.  He was working with her as recently as last June, when he received his masters in Allentown,
Pennsylvania.  She is the famous forensic pathologist who co-wrote The Confessions of a Serial Killer
with Rader.  Rader, the Air Force officer in Wichita who is supposed to have killed another Air Force
officer and his family.  That's convenient, isn't it?  Rader, like Kohberger, majored in criminal justice.
Rader, like Henry Lee Lucas, then confessed to many other fake murders he didn't commit, sending

http://mileswmathis.com/lucas.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-zf2UBp7fY&ab_channel=Movieclips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-zf2UBp7fY&ab_channel=Movieclips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-zf2UBp7fY&ab_channel=Movieclips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-zf2UBp7fY&ab_channel=Movieclips


waves of fear throughout the country, especially among young women, pushing ahead the Men-are-
Pigs and split-the-sexes projects.  I predict we will see the same thing with Kohberger, as he is turned
into the next fake serial killer.  We already see it with the stories we are getting from prison, with him
allegedly threatening guards, exposing himself, and singing violent rap songs at the top of his voice.
Sorry, I'm not buying it.  These stories are made up.  But they are ramping this thing up as misdirection
away from real news.  Headlines for the next months will be dominated by new victims found for
Kohberger, his confessions, and grisly stories of heads lopped and throats slit.  The usual. 

We also see this extradition hearing being livestreamed on Youtube today, as if that is normal
procedure.  No one is asking the obvious question: who is filming this and on whose authority?  Since
when have extradition hearing been livestreamed immediately to Youtube?  I can tell you the answer:
the CIA is filming it and posting it on Youtube.  Only they would have that sort of authority and reach.

Looks like Kohberger is being transferred from one military attorney to the other, since his provisional
attorney in Idaho has already been named as Anne Taylor.  

Which location doesn't belong?  That would be Linden, NC, which just happens to be on the edge of
Fort Bragg.  Post Falls in Idaho is also a curious location, given her resume, since it is on a Native
reservation, Fort Hall.  Same for Pocatello.  Same for Saint George, UT, which is on the Paiute
reservation.  So I'm guessing she was some sort of military/legal liaison to these reservations.  Tyann
Bjorkman would appear to be her daughter, since she is nee Taylor and is 34.  Anne's maiden name
would appear to be Atwood, since she is aka Atwood at Instantcheckmate.  Glen Atwood, 98, of
Blackfoot, would appear to be her grandfather.  You may think this means he is Native, but he isn't.
We can find all these people at Findagrave, where we learn they are. . . Mormons.  Digging there we
find Anne Taylor is also a Bennett through her grandmother.  One of her ancestors is William Kay of
Lancashire, one of the earliest converts to Mormonism in England, being one of the founders of LDS in
the US and a close friend of Apostle Willard Richards. One of Kay's daughters married a
Foulger/Folger, and her son was the actor Byron Foulger of the Lone Ranger and Rawhide:
   

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/195745979/roene-clark


These Atwoods link us to a Marjorie Reyes, 65, aka Smith, who has Livermore, CA, on her list,
probably linking us to military again.  That is where Lawrence Livermore Lab is, on the campus of UC
Livermore.  She also has San Antonio on her list, which, with Livermore, confirms military.  San
Antonio is like Colorado Springs—stiff with bases.   

I remind you the Atwoods have been involved in these fakes for a long time.  Remember Angela
Atwood, aka General Gelina, one of those in the fake Symbionese Liberation Army who kidnapped
Patty Hearst?  She was an actress in highschool and was voted “most school spirit”. She helped fellow
theater student Kevin Kline organize and run a guerrilla theatre group in college. She worked as an actress
in San Francisco right up to the time of the kidnapping, but no one found that suspicious. Atwood, along
with five other founding members of the SLA, including Donald DeFreeze, was killed in  Los Angeles on May 17,
1974, in a shootout with police that was broadcast live on television. Atwood died of burns and smoke inhalation
when the SLA's safehouse caught fire during the gun battle and burned to the ground.

Also see Donald Atwood who was Dick Cheney's Deputy Secretary of Defense.  

Also Frank Atwood, the fake killer of Vicki Hoskinson in 1984.  It happened on the edge of a military
base in Tucson, of course.  This Atwood's father just happened to be a retired brigadier general.  His
grandfather was also a brigadier general, John Warmington Atwood of Los Angeles.  So it is difficult
to believe anyone bought this theater project.  They were still updating it in 2002, when Atwood was
supposedly killed by lethal injection.  

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/27783383/john-warmington-atwood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerrilla_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kevin_Kline


 
That is the picture they have up at Wikipedia under the section “apprehension of suspect” for Frank
Atwood.  But wait, that doesn't look anything like him!  But if you read closely, you find this:

Initial FBI composite of a woman seen with a child matching Hoskinson's description prior to Frank
Atwood being identified as the perpetrator.

So, one question: why is that picture up on the Wiki page for that murder 38 years later?  

Also see Kimball Chase Atwood, the grapefruit billionaire.  He was a Kimball and a Chase as well as
an Atwood, so I trust you are starting to understand who these Atwoods are.

Also see novelist Margaret Atwood, most famous for The Handmaid's Tale.  

She denied being Jewish, but in her bio admits she worked at a Jewish summer camp as a teen.
Ethnicelebs denies she is Jewish but then admits she is a Swaine, a Rand, and a FitzAlan.  She also
admits she descends from the Websters who were involved in the fake witch-burning in Massachusetts.



She also liked to write about Israel for Jewish journals, but of course Gentiles are mysteriously drawn
to that.   

Also see John Leland Atwood, who oversaw the Apollo program.  He was also from California,
working for Douglas Aircraft, and was later CEO of Rockwell.  So we see the big military links again.
All these prominent Atwoods come from the Attwoods of the peerage, who were big bankers of course.
See the bank Spooner, Atwood and Holman.   They are related to the Pomeroy viscounts, who link us
forward to Warren Beatty.    

Anne Taylor's husband would appear to be Brendon Taylor, and his uncle(?) Walter Taylor links us to
a Kyle Kitzman, 39, of California.  

As you can see, he is some sort of traveling soldier, I would assume Intelligence, with at least eight
bases on his list.  

Anne Taylor is also related to Althea Taylor, who links us to the names Parish and Reiman.  This links
us to a Lyle Reiman, 66, of Fort Sill, OK.  And he links us to a Jason Sullenberger, son of Richard
Sullenberger, 61, of Chantilly, Sterling, and Herndon.  That is, Langley, CIA.   Just a coincidence, I'm
sure.  Through Andrew Taylor on these lists we may link to Shianne Kennedy, who has multiple
listings, and may be an agent.  On one of her lists we find East Stroudsburg, PA.  I trust you recognize
that location from above.  It is where the extradition hearings were held: Monroe County.  

https://rabble.ca/arts/margaret-atwood-rethinks-israel/


This people search success with Taylor led me back to Kohberger.  After all that, I had a lot of names
in my head and wanted desperately to compare them to Kohberger's extended people list.  I am sure I
could find a crosslink, proving he is related to everyone here, both the victims and the lawyers.  But of
course that is why they have scrubbed him and his parents completely.  They now know I am lurking.
So I had to get creative.  I tried variations of Brian Kohlberger, but got nothing. I found his father, age
67, at MyLife, but strangely they don't list any relatives for him.  No wife or son.  This also doesn't
explain why Intelius and Instantcheckmate don't know he is in Albrightsville.  So I began searching on
other prominent Kohbergers in the West.  I found a prominent family in Las Vegas and Henderson,
NV, including a Michael Kohberger (his father's alleged name).  They link us to the Shoemakers and
Votinos, proving again we are dealing with Jews.  These are the Kohbergers of New York, since I
found them at Findagrave.  So I looked them up at LinkedIN, where I found this instead:

https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/all/?keywords=john%20kohberger&origin=TYPEAHEAD_ESCAPE_HATCH&sid=6My
https://www.mylife.com/michael-kohberger/e454203120066
https://www.mylife.com/michael-kohberger/e454203120066


Snap!  I didn't know LinkedIN had Facebook-like threads like that, but now I do.  They tell us there

Idaho murder suspect Bryan Kohberger wanted to be Army Ranger, yearbook reveals.

So are we sure he didn't become an Army Ranger?  I will assume he did until proven otherwise, since it
fits our story like a glove.  That would explain the gap in his bio, wouldn't it?  He is 28 but just started
on his PhD this fall.  Got his Masters in two years but did it online, again possibly pointing to military.
So we have a 4-year gap in the bio.  He should have graduated at 22 but graduated at 26.  

But I found something even better:

https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/all/?keywords=chris%20kohberger&origin=TYPEAHEAD_ESCAPE_HATCH&sid=eW(


Now is the time to do your little dance.  I guess you see that the guy's name posting there is Kohberger-
Goncalves.  Did he really think we wouldn't notice that?  I remind you the perp is Kohberger and one
of his fake victims is a Goncalves, and here we have a guy named Kohberger-Goncalves, proving the
two families are currently related by marriage.  This has to be a clue dropped on purpose by Intel, since
it is so damning.  One part of Intel is outing another part, possibly CIA outing Homeland Security
again.

So we can go to his LinkedIN page, where we see he works at Boston Medical Center and lives in
Medford.  He comes out of the Center for International Development at Harvard and is also connected
to the Kennedy School.  He is not listed under that name at Instantcheckmate, but we do find him as
Chris Kohberger, 32, aka Chris Young, related to a Nancy Kay.  I hope you recognize that name, since
we saw it above.  The lawyer Anne Taylor is from famous Kays.  Also remember Kay Lee Goncalves,
one of the victims.  It looks like her first name is a transported family name as well.  

But there is something else big there.  Look in his locations list: Stroudsburg, PA, where the extradition
hearing was.  This definitely links him to our Kohbergers.  Nancy Kay, 70, is also from Stroudsburg
and is aka Kohberger, so that must be his mother.  If we search on these other Kohbergers, we find they
link us to the Kohbergers of Stony Brook, NY, who link us to the Kohbergers of Las Vegas.

Update January 6, 2023: More fake info about the murders has now been released. Kohberger
allegedly left the knife sheath ON THE BED of one of the victims, next to the body.  Because he's just
that stupid. Other reports today are that witnesses saw him wearing plastic gloves outside his apartment
several times after the murders.  Do you see a little inconsistency there?  He is careful enough to wear
gloves days after the event, while cleaning his car of something, but he wasn't careful during the
murders, leaving his DNA on a knife sheath.  But someone is still dropping clues down our gullets,
since the sheath was a Marines sheath.  It was an official Marines Corp knife, I guess, since the sheath
had all the proper decs.  My question: why didn't Kohberger just leave a calling card and a resume on
the bed?  

Then we get the dog stories again, but as usual they contradict previous stories.  We were previously
told the dog didn't bark, indicating he knew the killer.  But now we are told the dog did bark at 4:17am.
So we have a dog barking in the middle of the night, waking up neighbors.  Why is that a problem,
beyond the one we are fed?  Because the owner of the property had a no-pets clause.  You could hardly
claim the dog was snuck onto the premises if it is barking at night and waking up neighbors.  If it did it
that night, it had done it before.  Barking dogs bark.  So the landlord would know and he would either
make them get rid of the dog or kick them out.   So we know this story is fake.  

For more, we find that roommate Dylan Mortensen is just now claiming she ran right into Kohberger in
the middle of the night, after she heard Xana crying and Nathan talking about help.  Which means?:
Dylan wasn't asleep in the basement, as we have been told.  



She also has that pornstar look, with the duck-lips smile she learned in Hollywood, I guess.  

She went back into her room, locked the door and did not call 911 at that time.  

She went back into HER room.  Not the basement.  Her room was on the second floor, next to the
victims.  She was awake and not wearing earplugs, so she should have been able to hear what happened
after that.  She should have heard the murders happening.  She saw the intruder, “whom she did not
recognize”.  So why didn't she call 911?  Why wait until noon the next day to come out and see what
was going on?  I will tell you: because none of this happened.  They are making it up as they go, and
apparently not bothering to keep track of what they have already written and reported. 

Dylan reported Kohberger was wearing gloves and mask.  She was very observant in the middle of the
night, wasn't she?  In the dark.  She was close enough to observe bushy eyebrows, an “athletic” build,
and gloves.  But wait, if Kohberger was wearing a mask and gloves, how did he leave DNA on the
sheath?  Just forgot to wipe it down before he started, I guess.  And then left it on the bed.  Wow, what
a rookie mistake from Marines/Special Forces, eh?   

Also, according to a People Search, there are no listings for Dylan Mortensen or Bethany Funke in
Idaho.  But both names are Jewish.  The only Dylan Mortensen in that age range is 20, living in
Keenesburg, CO.  Her mother is Kimberly Mortensen, 49, aka Wajerski, Mattox, Cusato, and Gilbert.
Wajerski probably the maiden name.  Also related to Stampinato, a huge red flag.  Remember Johnny
Stampinato?  No?  He was the Marine who became a bodyguard for gangster Mickey Cohen and dated
Lana Turner.  Later allegedly stabbed to death by Turner's daughter.  I have covered it.  It was another
big fake.  Anyway, Kimberly Mortensen has Prince Frederick, Maryland, on her list, which is just
south of DC.  Also several addresses in Virginia, including Midlothian, a rich suburb of Richmond,
being often listed in “best places to live”.  Also Fredericksburg, about 30 miles south of Chantilly.
Also Stafford, ten miles closer to Langley.  She also has Las Vegas and Henderson, NV, on her list,
which we saw above.  The Sheila Stampinato on her list strangely does not come up on a search at
Instantcheckmate, though she is on her list there.  So she must have been scrubbed, probably just for
this event.  They just forgot to scrub her off Kimberly's list.  Also strange: Dylan is not on her list.
Dylan is also not on her father's list.  James Mortensen, 51, also of Arvada, is related only to
Mortensens and on Wajerski.  That would be Robert Wajerski, 81, who leads us to a second
Stampinato, Ernesto.  He too has been scrubbed, with no results in all states.  But Spokeo tells us he is



46 and living in Brighton, CO.  On his list we find an Alberto Stampinato, but Instantcheckmate hasn't
heard of him, either.  It takes us to an Alexander Stampinato of NY and FL.  So this entire family of
Stampinatos has been removed from the computer.  Why?  Same for Yolanda and Vincenzo.  Finally,
we get a hit on Loretta Vincenzo, who is both at MyLife and Instantcheckmate.  She is aka Black,
Martin, and Mitchell, and links us to a Prosser.  That is Raymond Prosser, 41, of Littleton and Aurora,
two other fake event hotspots.  A further search ties several of these Stampinatos to CQG, Inc, of
Denver, which may be a red flag, since it is closely tied to the stock exchanges.  

Bethany Funke has no listing in the entire US, the closest being a Beth Funke, 38, of Kansas.  MyLife
has also never heard of her.  Neither has Spokeo.  Also no Bethany Funk or Beth Funk of Idaho.  I
finally found a Bethany Funk of Long Beach, CA, age 23.  Also one 26, of Frederick, MD, which is
just north of DC.  I also lucked upon a Beth Funk, 31, aka Elizabeth Poythress, of McLean and
Arlington, VA.  I guess you see why I paused on that.  No, not only because of McLean, which is the
doorstep of Langley, it is the name Poythress, which has come up in my papers many times.  They are
in the peerage and related to Thomas Jefferson through the Randolphs of Virginia.  They are one of the
links between the Jeffersons and the Lees, as in Robert E. Lee.  We just saw them in the paper on IceT,
where at the end I do Ella Fitzgerald's partial genealogy.  We saw that they link us to the Fitzgerald's of
Leinster House, which means we also link to. . . the Kennedys

Also strange is that when I do a search on Elizabeth Poythress, 31, of Virginia, Instantcheckmate won't
give me anything, although I was just on her page.  They give no results nationwide.  That is doubly
strange since I found several people by this name at LinkedIN.  So why is Instantcheckmate blocking
searches nationwide on that name?  The only way you can get to her page is by searching on Beth
Funk, where she is at the bottom of the page.  So CIA probably forgot to scrub it.  A sign of an
incomplete scrubbing.  According to Spokeo there is no such person in that age group.    

   
Notice the first location: Star, ID.  Idaho.  So my gut tells me this is our agent.  I could pass for 21
when I was 31, so I am guessing the Bethany Funke is doing the same.  Some of those Poythresses are
linked to Castellis, and I linked through them back to an Elizabeth Poythress, 36, the same person.  So
she just keeps getting older.  Or these ages aren't right.  But it must be her because she is also related to
Ransom.  But she doesn't have the spooky Langley addresses on the second listing, again indicating
incomplete CIA scrubbing of these sites.  

January 7, 2023: It has now come out that Kohberger's sister Amanda is an actress with an IMDB
page, having starred in a slasher movie by a Boon (Boone).  Of course this is also fatal to the fake
Idaho story, since we now see how connected these Kohbergers really are, even in Hollywood.  It also
acts as foreshadowing, because her brother has now become the slasher.  Now we just need to find his
Scream mask.  Strangely, Amanda's acting credits are now hidden at IMDB, requiring a ProPass.  But
Meaww.com admits she was in at least three films, including Goin' In, Lonesome, and Two Days Back.
The first two are not on her current page and IMDB has no listing for Goin' In, so it is not clear how
meaww knows this.  The pages may have recently changed.  We are supposed to think she is retired for
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the last decade, but Lonesome is from 2022.   Plus, as I predicted, we now have a fourth location for
Kohberger's parents, listed on one of Amanda's recent profiles: Indian Mountain Lake.  So we have
now been told they are in Indian Mountain Lake, Effort, Albrightsville, and Chestnut Hill Township.
We also learn there that these Kohbergers filed for bankruptcy in both 1995 and 2010.  Why?  We are
supposed to believe his father worked maintenance for the local school district.  Right, a janitor like
Good Will Hunting, eh?  These people never quit.  So we are supposed to believe that in 2010 the two
family cars were worth a total of $1700, listed as assets on the bankruptcy form, but in 2011 their 22-
year-old daughter was starring in a Hollywood movie?  Because that is just the way the world works.

January 10, 2023:  We now have stories that the FBI was tracking Kohberger using new stingray
technology, which tracks a person by pinging his phone as if it is a celltower.  Using that, FBI knew
that he had visited the house before the murders, proving he was planning the attack.  Except for one
big problem: it just proves the FBI knew about Kohberger before the murders.  Why else would
they be tracking him?  But if he had no prior record, why were they tracking him?  And an even better
question: if they were tracking him, and thought he was dangerous enough to use this new tech on, why
didn't they stop him?  So we see that once again, the story refutes itself.  It is too clever by half.  All
they had to do is quit talking, but they can't shut up.  The scriptwriters are paid by the word and have to
keep yakking, tying themselves up in these logical knots.  If they were tracking him before the fake
murders, it just proves he was a military asset, probably Special Forces or Rangers, and they were
tracking him just so that they could drop this high tech morsel on us later, as they did.  They figured no
one would spot the illogic in the story, and almost no one did. 

If you still don't get it, let me hit it again.  In the latest stories, they aren't using the technology to track
Kohberger after the murders.  That might make some sense.  Say they found some clues at the scene
pointing to him, or some witness testimony, and discovered a cellphone registered to him.  They might
then track him via that phone.  Even that wouldn't work, of course, unless he were an idiot, and he's
not.  He's a PhD candidate in criminology, so he is not a criminal moron.  He would know to get rid of
his old cellphone after the murder and buy a new one, some sort of burner phone.  Everyone who has
seen a Hollywood movie knows that.  But that isn't the problem here.  The problem is they are telling
us they were tracking him before the murders.  We have read stories about him standing outside the
house days or weeks before, casing the place or spying on the girls.  Very spooky, except for one thing:
it means the FBI was involved in the event before the murders.  Why?  Based on what?  Are we
supposed to believe the FBI knew Kohberger was casing these girls for weeks or months and didn't
warn them, didn't post a guard, and didn't pull him in for questioning, to let him know they were onto
him?  If this story were true, it would make the FBI an accomplice and culpable.  And suable.  As I
have shown you, it isn't true: the entire event was manufactured, and not by FBI.  By military intel.  

Update January 15, 2023:  A reader tells me 20/20 has now aired a two-hour special on this hoax
entitled Horror in Idaho.  Hah.  She pointed out that one of the main talking heads from Idaho in this
“report” is professor Kelly Quinnett.  Guess what department she happens to be head of?  Go on, you
know it.  ACTING!  She was previously Kelly Eviston, and has been in many Hollywood movies.  She
has an IMDB page, where we learn she played the coroner in River Murders, starring Ray Liotta and
Christian Slater.  That's cosy, isn't it?  She has previously been on Law and Order and One Life to Live.
She has won an award from the Kennedy Center and is a guest artist there.  She is also an “intimacy
coach”, so this fake event should be great for her business there.  Every woman in the area will be
thrown into trauma and need therapy.  Or I should say, be thrown into further trauma and need further
therapy.  

Update January 22: We are told the judge has now placed a gag order on proceedings, in response to a
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report in People Magazine, claiming Kohberger ate vegan pizza at The Mad Greek restaurant where
two of the girls worked.  Two big problems with that.  The owner of the Mad Greek has now said that
is a lie and that People made it up.  How would he know?  Does he know everyone who ever ordered a
slice from his place by name and appearance?  Of course not, but he would know if he doesn't serve
vegan pizza.  Who serves vegan pizza?  That would be pizza not only without meat, but pizza without
cheese.  So that's just bread with some veggies on it, which isn't pizza.  The People story conflicts with
the previous story of Kohberger being an OCD freak who wouldn't eat anything that he couldn't be sure
of every single ingredient.  Those people don't go to pizza restaurants and hang out.  They shop at
Whole Foods or a place like it and cook for themselves.  But there is an even bigger buried problem:
Kohberger's trial hasn't started yet, so he doesn't even HAVE a judge yet.  His status conference was
Jan. 12 and his probable cause hearing isn't until next Thursday.  So it is still the police or FBI that
should be controlling information at this point, not the court.  A judge can't put a gag order on a trial
until there is a trial.  You can't put a gag order on a status conference. 

Update January 28:  Almost everyday some new piece of information destroys this theater, and I
predict that will continue for many years, as they draw this story out like all previous ones.  Today it
was admitted that Kohberger's attorney Anne Taylor, assigned to him by the State, was re-assigned to
Kohberger from another case.  Whose case was she taken off of last month?  Do you want to guess?
That would be Cara Kernodle, who we saw above, and who they are now calling Cara Northington.
That is victim Xana Kernodle's mother.  So we have the same state attorney working both sides of this
thing.  In a real case that would be impossible, since the DA would not allow it.  It would be an obvious
conflict of interest.  But here, no one cares. 

Update March 12: It has been pretty quiet in this case for a while.  So much else is going on they don't
really need it for misdirection.   But we do have a couple more clues.  One, one of the pieces of
evidence allegedly seized from Kohberger is a book with underlining on p. 118.  Aces and eights.  Just
another signal.  Also, today we are told the judge has issued warrants to many companies for evidence,
including banks and other institutions.  That's not too weird.  What is weird is that the warrants are
sealed, “because they contain highly intimate facts or statements that might be highly objectionable to a
reasonable person”.  So we are supposed to believe judges are putting triggering warnings on warrants
now?  Ridiculous.  Also strange is the sheer number of banks involved.  Twelve banks, including
Paypal.  Are we really supposed to believe this young guy was working with twelve different banks?
How many banks are you working with?  I am working with two, including Paypal.  

Update April 8: The farce continues, as police now claim the ID of one of the victims was found in
Kohberger's house.  He allegedly kept it as a trophy.  So let me see if I have this straight: Kohberger the
PhD candidate in criminal justice and probably Special Forces genius took the time to wear gloves and
wipe down his entire house and car (we know this because they told us), but he kept an ID of one of the
victims where it could be found by police?  Because that makes sense, right?  Reminds us of equally
ridiculous stories from the Ted Bundy fakes, where we were told three sets of victims IDs were found
his Volkswagen Beetle.  Like Kohberger, Bundy was also a high-IQ graduate student in Washington,
remember?  So they are just recycling scripts here.  
    

In a tack-on, I want to comment on something I just learned.  I was watching Tucker Carlson for the
first time in a while tonight, because he was addressing the fake Jan. 6 events.  He had on Ashli



Babbitt's fake husband again, selling all that as real, so I fast-forwarded to the later segment on the
Speaker of the House.  Tres Gallagher came on for a special report, in which he admitted near the end
that new members of Congress hadn't yet been sworn in, because they couldn't be until a Speaker was
elected.  I hit the brakes and went, WHAT?  If they haven't been sworn in, how can they vote for
speaker?  They aren't Congresspeople until they have been sworn in, otherwise the swearing-in is
meaningless.  Illogical.  All just more indication to me that this is theater and always has been.  It
doesn't have to make any sense, even on a basic level like that.  It is like a Hollywood movie where you
just aren't supposed to notice “details”. 

The other news today was that the family of Brian Sicknick has now sued Trump for wrongful death.
The paid liars at MSNBC were saying it is known Sicknick was attacked on January 6 and died of
those injuries.  He is one of the five who died that day.  Except that. . . he wasn't and isn't.  No officers
were attacked and no one died that day.  The mainstream has been forced to admit that, but now they
are just ignoring it.  Everyone from Biden to Garland on down claimed in speeches today that five
people were killed, when it just isn't true.  If anyone should be sued it is these lying bastards for making
shit up for two solid years.  Tucker Carlson is the only one in the mainstream pushing back on this, and
his first segment opened by admitting no police died.  Zero.  Sicknick died of a stroke, according to
official documents, not by being hit by a fire extinguisher.  Don't you think Tucker's team researched
that seriously?  Of course they did, since they don't want to be sued by Sicknick's family or anyone
else.   

Another thing I noticed is that Tucker made a big mistake tonight, admitting that he somehow knows
McCarthy will be the next speaker.  He speaks of it as something in the past, as if it has already been
done.  Very weird.  Plus, you can see in Tucker's eyes that he realizes what he has done: he pauses and
you can almost see him thinking “Damn, what did I just say?”  But again, this is all scripted, so of
course Tucker knows.  He is part of the play.  He has seen the script, including tomorrow's pages.  But
in an unscripted universe, Tucker could not know today that McCarthy will be the Speaker.  IT
HASN'T HAPPENED YET!  

Tucker is talking about the creation of a new committee by McCarthy to investigate the FBI and other
Intel agencies, sort of a new Church Committee. Which is funny, since Tucker is selling it as something
that is likely to succeed.  But what he fails to tell you is that the first Church Committee was a
famously colossal failure, where the CIA came on the Senate floor with a heart attack gun and all but
threatened Senators with it.  That is where the CIA went from “huge growth” to “sky-is-the-limit”
growth.  Since the late 1970s the CIA has become the blob that took over the world, so the idea a new
House Committee will be anything but a flea on its tail is ridiculous.  We can even see Tucker avoiding
the word CIA, preferring to always point at the FBI.  The FBI is the buzzing fly in the room that gets
all the attention, while the blue whale swimming in the basement is ignored.  The FBI is only allowed
to continue to exist by CIA to act as this sort of diversion.  Two years later, Tucker, Alex Jones, and all
the others are still asking about the FBI in relation to January 6, when I have shown it is CIA/Air Force
that pulled it.  

When Congressman Thomas Massey comes on with Tucker to tell us how the new committee will
work, he tries to cover for Tucker's faux-pas, saying that maybe Tucker is just clairvoyant.  Yeah, sure
he is.  When Massey says that, Tucker is looking very uncomfortable, like he just ate a bad prune or
something.  Tucker then admits that Frank Church was in over his head taking on the CIA and asks
Massey if he is prepared to take on the Leviathan.  Of course Massey repeats confidence is high, etc.,
but what Tucker should have been asking him is if he had ever thought of going to an optician and
having his glasses straightened.  Massey looks like he just got out of bed, or just sat on his glasses, with



one lens about an inch lower than the other, so we have to wonder how this guy is going to take on the
6 million paid liars of the Intel community.  You have to laugh.  

And I will end on something light.  I am always getting emails from readers telling me someone looks
like someone else.  False matches.  About 99% of the time I tell them it isn't the same person or isn't
even close.  I try to break it to them gently, but honestly, most of the time it is obvious.  As I look back
I can't think of anyone sending me a good “separated at birth” match.  So here is one.  I was fed a Judi
Dench interview today at Youtube, in those shorts they are pushing on everyone now, so they can
propagandize each of us individually.  They pull me in with a cat, a baby owl, or a pretty girl, then start
spoonfeeding me a progressively harder brainwash. Someone thinks I will be interested in Ben
Schapiro and Jordan Peterson, so their algorithms aren't too savvy.  Anyway, Dench is being
interviewed by this guy, and at first I thought it was John Oliver.  I did a double take, because even
after I realized it wasn't him, I still thought it was him.

The first guy is Louis Theroux, who, to be fair, is a bit better looking than John Oliver.  But that, my
friends, is a real “separated at birth”.  
 


